The Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) helps businesses innovate and grow on an international scale. It is the world’s largest support network for SMEs with international ambitions.

In this Newsletter you will find Technology Offers and Requests, Horizon Europe (HE) Partner Search and other R&D Cooperation opportunities published on the EEN Partnership Opportunities Database (POD). You can register on the EEN website and get instant email alerts on offers according to your preferences. If you wish to publish your own offer/request on the POD please contact us.
Horizon Europe Cluster 5 Climate, Energy and Mobility - Looking for industrial demonstration partners interested in improving their energy efficiency and reducing their emissions with heat upgrade technologies

Cyprus IT company, very experienced in EU projects, provider of technologically-advanced software solutions, is looking for industrial demonstration partners for a proposal being prepared for Horizon Europe, to apply innovative heat upgrade technologies, leveraging CSP (Concentrated Solar Power). Proposal to be submitted in HORIZON-CL5-2021-D4-01-04 / HORIZON-CL5-2022-D4-01-04 Calls. Partners can come from any sector (food, chemicals, textiles, polymers, pharmaceuticals, ceramics, cement, etc.)

>>> more

Horizon Europe: Cyber-security partner sought for Civil Security cluster bid related to airport security

A UK company is seeking a final ICT consortium partners for participation within Horizon Europe Cluster 3: Civil Security for Society based upon draft Call Horizon -CL3-2021-BM-01-03+. They are developing new paradigm digital re-engineering paradigm border controls enabling genuine Terminal ‘walk-through’ capability. They are seeking an organisation experienced in Distributed Ledger Technologies logging and validating high volume data (eg. identity verification) via research cooperation

>>> more
**TECHNOLOGY OFFERS**

**A Polish innovative company with photonics technology is looking for R&D partners and distributors**

A Polish company with extensive experience in research, development, and fabrication of innovative photonic solutions for industry application is looking for business and research partners. The company specializes in innovative optic fibers for many different fields, especially for tailored solutions with good quality. The type of cooperation may vary, academia is sought for joint further development and industry for technical or commercial cooperation  

[>>> more](#)

**New electrodes for calcium batteries**

A Spanish research institution has developed new active materials for calcium-based secondary (rechargeable) batteries. They can be used as positive electrodes and enable a cell voltage over 3V coupled to calcium metal negative electrodes and organic electrolyte solutions  

[>>> more](#)

**Online collaborative tool for creating and costing of interior designs**

A Ukrainian IT design company has experience with a variety of projects. The company created an online tool that helps create a smart economy in the furniture, and construction sectors. The tool is designed to solve the problems of 3 audiences: end-users, interiors/furniture manufacturers, architects, and designers, in a collaborative manner. The company is looking for opportunities to test its technology in a real market. The company wants to establish a technical cooperation agreement  

[>>> more](#)
Italian woodworking company is looking for a producer of hot presses for wood-based materials with pressing temperatures >150°C

An Italian woodworking company is looking for a producer of in-line hot presses for wood for developing a new wood-based material of different geometries, under research cooperation agreement. The company is looking for a partner who can implement the compression/pressing of wood-based mixture materials at high temperatures, i.e. between 150-200°C (veneer presses are not considered). In particular, rod-shaped or partly flat wood elements should be pressed.

Novel solutions for the processing and/or recycling of primary lithium batteries and coin cells

A UK battery recycling plant has an interest and resources to develop mid-readiness level primary lithium battery recycling technologies to market readiness. Developers of chemistries and processes for primary lithium batteries and all types of coin cells are invited to discuss technical cooperation at the UK site. Said technologies will be matured to market readiness.

Development of an exhaust gas cleaning system using electrically conductive ceramics and modification of existing ceramic materials

A Bavarian Start-up, founded in 2020, offers the service to develop technical ceramic products according to customer ideas. For the development of an exhaust gas cleaning system, a partner from the field of high-temperature brazing for technical ceramics is sought as a manufacturing agreement by subcontracting.
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